AI Apprentice
to AI Architect
SKILLSOFT ASPIRE JOURNEY

Głównym wyzwaniem przed którym stają
dziś organizacje na całym świecie jest
konieczność
ciągłego
podnoszenia
umiejętności i poziomu wiedzy w ślad za
gwałtownym rozwojem nowych technologii i
zmian na globalnym rynku.
Stały rozwój i podnoszenie kwalifikacji w IT
od dawna jest już rzeczą oczywistą, a
możliwość
zapewnienia
wsparcia
specjalistom chcącym stale się rozwijać jest
jedną z głównych kart przetargowych w
walce o pracownika.
Na rynku liczą się dziś ludzie, którzy
posiadają konkretne kompetencje i zestaw
umiejętności pozwalający im wykonywać
zadania efektywnie, a nie Ci z najdłuższym
stażem pracy.

Skillsoft
Aspire
Journey
stanowi
odpowiedź na pytanie, jakie szkolenia muszę
ukończyć, aby być przygotowanym do mojej
wymarzonej
pracy.
Spośród
kilkuset
kanałów tematycznych dostępnych na
naszej
platformie
szkoleniowej
nasi
specjaliści wybrali te, które naszym zdaniem
najlepiej wyposażą uczących się w narzędzia
potrzebne do realizacji zadań w nowej roli.
Skillsoft Aspire Journey to zestawy
szkoleń i ćwiczeń w języku angielskim, które
metodycznie, krok po kroku pozwalają
specjalistom
przejść
od
poziomu
podstawowego do zaawansowanego.
Każda ścieżka zawiera szkolenia, laboratoria
wirtualne, video i książki, które pomogą
uczącym
się
osiągnąć
pożądane
kompetencje poświadczone certyfikatem.

Dziś, bardziej niż kiedykolwiek w cenie jest
umiejętność budowania ścieżki kariery dla
profesjonalistów IT, którzy wciąż chcą się
liczyć na rynku pracy.
Aspire Journey Model
Cała ścieżka opiera się na 4-elementowym cyklu powtarzanym na kolejnych etapach nauki.

1. Określenie kluczowych funkcji i wyzwań, z którymi musi poradzić sobie uczący się w chwili
obecnej, jak i tymi, z którymi przyjdzie mu się zmierzyć w nowej pracy.
2. Przejście zaprojektowanych ścieżek w proponowanej kolejności, wykonanie ćwiczeń
i zaliczenie testów.
3. Przećwiczenie nowych umiejętności w kontrolowanym środowisku w oparciu o gotowe
scenariusze działań. Laboratoria wirtualne Skillsoft
4. Certyfikat – zaliczenie testu końcowego na poziomie co najmniej 70% i uzyskanie certyfikatu
potwierdzającego ukończenie danego etapu nauki.

Aspire Journey – AI Apprentice to AI Architect

Analizując trendy opisujące zachowanie użytkowników na naszych platformach szkoleniowych
i współpracując ściśle z naszymi klientami na całym świecie Skillsoft wyselekcjonował najlepsze
materiały szkoleniowe i ułożył je w ustrukturalizowaną ścieżkę rozwoju. Ścieżka zawiera ponad 27
godzin szkoleniowych.

11 courses
8h 38m 51s
▪ AI development and
theory, HCI principles
and methods
▪ AI development with
Python
▪ computer vision for
AI
▪ cognitive modelling

10 courses
7h 7m 23s
▪ Microsoft Cognitive
Toolkit (CNTK)
▪ working with Keras
▪ Apache Spark
▪ Amazon Machine
Learning
▪ robotics
▪ Google BERT

9 courses
6h 20m 15s

7 courses
4h 29m 53s

advanced CNTK
Keras
Apache Spark
Amazon Machine
Learning
▪ building intelligent
information systems

▪ AI enterprise
planning,
▪ reusable AI
architecture patterns,
▪ current and future AI
technologies
▪ frameworks and XAI

▪
▪
▪
▪

Prerequisites

▪
▪
▪

Knowledge of AI
Knowledge of Machine Learning
Knowledge of Python language

Track 1: Apprentice (duration: 8h 38m 51s)
Artificial Intelligence: Basic
AI Theory

Artificial Intelligence:
Types of Artificial
Intelligence

Objectives

Objectives

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪ compare multiple approaches to AI development to
distinguish key differences between them
▪ define reactive and limited memory systems and
describe reactive AI, limited memory AI, and a
combination of both
▪ define artificial narrow intelligence, describe
multiple areas of its use in the modern world, and
recognize the latest research
▪ describe how using AI tools can enable even further
breakthroughs in the fields of human health and
environment and list examples of successful AI uses
in agriculture, medicine, and philanthropy
▪ describe basic uses of AI in robotics and aviation and
identify potential threats and possible advantages to
using AI in military
▪ specify how use of big data gave rise to social and
financial AI and list examples of successful use of AI
in the government
▪ recognize state of the art AI research and identify
opportunities for more advanced uses of AI
▪ define interaction machines using the concept of
theory of mind and list opportunities for AI
development in this area
▪ describe true research on self-aware AI and
compare it with common views on the future of AI
▪ describe the possibilities provided by further
research in AI and list areas in which ANI systems will
supersede humans in the near future
▪ define general intelligence in terms of AI tools
known today and recognize the amount of work
needed to achieve any AGI
▪ compare artificial super intelligence with artificial
general intelligence and specify the multiple factors
needed to achieve them

What Is Artificial Intelligence?
Types of Intelligent Systems
Importance of Data in AI Development
History of AI
Recent Breakthroughs in AI
Popular Environments for AI Development
Big Data as a Catalyst for AI Development
Ethical Use of Big Data
Reliability of Intelligent Systems
Importance of Testing AI
What Can Go Wrong with AI?
Efficient Use of AI

Artificial Intelligence:
Human-computer
Interaction

Artificial Intelligence:
Human-computer
Interaction Methodologies

Objectives

Objectives

▪ define Human Computer Interaction as a
multidisciplinary field essential to computer science
and describe its importance for the success of
software companies
▪ list the components involved in human-computer
interaction (HCI) studies and specify their role
▪ identify main objectives of HCI studies
▪ recognize the multidisciplinary nature of HCI and list
the areas most involved in the studies
▪ describe the development of HCI studies and their
significance to the overall software development
process
▪ specify recent trends in HCI research and list ideas
that can become most impactful
▪ list the tools commonly used for HCI studies and
specify their purpose
▪ identify potential users of an AI application and
define the context for its use
▪ describe the role of a user-oriented approach in the
success of AI applications
▪ specify why explainability research in AI is required
for developing user friendly applications
▪ apply common tools used in HCI to choose
appropriate tasks for an AI application
▪ work with simple mock-ups and identify techniques
useful for developing interfaces

▪ identify main steps in the HCI process and name
multiple methodologies used
▪ describe the principles of the anthropomorphic
approach to HCI
▪ describe the principles of the cognitive approach to
HCI
▪ describe the principles of the empirical approach to
HCI
▪ name and define multiple models that can be
useful in HCI studies
▪ identify reasons why the iterative approach has
shown to be most practical when designing
software applications
▪ describe the principles of prototyping and
distinguish between a prototype and a
demonstration product
▪ define use cases for an AI application by creating
personas and scenarios
▪ create a prototype of a simple AI application
▪ troubleshoot usability of an AI application
prototype
▪ specify the central role of user feedback and focus
groups in SlideHCI studies
▪ recognize how CI/CD became essential to any kind
of software company and list multiple factors that
make CI/CD important for AI companies

Python AI Development:
Introduction

Python AI Development:
Practice

Objectives

Objectives

▪ describe the Python programming language and
recognize its role in AI development
▪ differentiate between interpreted and compiled
programming languages
▪ recognize major AI tools used in the industry
▪ identify the advantages of using Python when
developing AI
▪ describe factors that make Python one of the most
popular programming languages
▪ compare the performance and functionality of
Python AI toolbox to R AI toolbox
▪ compare the performance and functionality of
Python AI toolbox to C++ AI toolbox
▪ compare the performance and functionality of
Python AI toolbox to Java AI toolbox
▪ compare the performance and functionality of
Python AI toolbox to new languages
▪ describe the role Python AI development plays in the
industry
▪ describe and distinguish between multiple Python AI
libraries
▪ troubleshoot Python environment setup and package
installation
▪ list multiple ways of utilizing Python inside a
software system
▪ describe the prospects of using Python for AI in the
future

▪ configure the Python environment for developing
AI
▪ specify the role of Anaconda in keeping clear
working environments
▪ specify the advantages of Jupyter Notebooks and
create Jupyter Notebook files connected to
appropriate kernel environment
▪ specify the advantages of the Google Colab
environment and create files in the environment
▪ use large datasets for exploring data and statistics
▪ apply pre-processing techniques commonly used in
AI development
▪ describe the steps needed to create machine
learning models and identify guidelines for using
them
▪ describe the steps needed to create deep learning
models and identify guidelines for using them
▪ work with a hand written digits dataset and
implement a simple classification model in Python
▪ work with a housing prices dataset and implement
a simple regression model in Python
▪ create a pilot distraction predictor by applying deep
learning techniques
▪ configure a distracted driver detection device in
Python using the pilot distraction predictor

Computer Vision:
Introduction

Computer Vision: AI &
Computer Vision

Objectives

Objectives

▪ describe basic concepts in Computer Vision
▪ compare image processing to Computer Vision
▪ compare image processing to traditional methods of
solving image problems
▪ illustrate how AI can be part of a Computer Vision
solution
▪ recognize major tools and models used in the
industry
▪ identify and describe problems that can be solved
using Computer Vision
▪ describe the role Computer Vision plays in the
industry and associated trends
▪ describe how CV is used in healthcare and the
multiple CV solutions used in healthcare
▪ describe how CV is used for banking and multiple CV
solutions used by major banks
▪ describe how CV is used in retail, recent
breakthroughs, and trends
▪ describe how CV is used in cybersecurity and ways
you can protect yourself online using CV solutions
▪ describe how CV is used in agriculture and ways CV
solutions can impact farmers
▪ describe how CV is used in manufacturing and
identify areas that are the most impacted

▪ describe how CV is used in electronics and why
cheap consumer electronics are not possible without
CV
▪ describe how CV is used in the aerospace industry
and list the responsibilities of a CV system on an
aircraft
▪ describe how CV is used in the automotive industry
and its role in the development of self-driving cars
▪ describe how CV is used with robotics and how CV
solutions are used in popular robotics products
▪ describe how CV is used in the space industry and
the role of CV during space missions
▪ recognize how the performance of Convolutional
Neural Network revolutionized CV
▪ classify different types of Convolutional Neural
Networks by their structure and purpose
▪ list the steps needed to create an object detection
neural network and describe how object detection is
performed
▪ list the steps needed to create an image classification
neural network and describe how classification is
performed
▪ describe image segmentation in broad terms and
specify how it may be useful for the industry
▪ specify how images can be generated based on large
datasets and describe ways to use generated images
▪ work with datasets to predict how deforestation will
behave in the Amazon rainforest
▪ use popular CV libraries to create an MRI image lung
cancer detector

Cognitive Models: Overview
of Cognitive Models

Cognitive Models:
Approaches to Cognitive
Learning

Objectives

Objectives

▪ name and describe basic concepts in and cognition
and cognitive modeling
▪ describe distinct features of adaptive, interactive,
iterative, and contextual cognitive models
▪ identify different types of cognitive models and
name popular cognitive modeling applications
▪ specify multiple disciplines involved in cognitive
modeling and describe their role
▪ describe how cognitive models are used in
healthcare and name multiple solutions used in the
industry
▪ describe how cognitive models are used in
neuroscience and name multiple solutions used in
the industry
▪ describe how cognitive models are used in
manufacturing and name multiple solutions used in
the industry
▪ describe how cognitive models are used in decision
making and name multiple solutions used in the
industry
▪ "describe how cognitive models are used in
psychology and name multiple solutions used in the
industry "
▪ compare cognitive modeling and artificial intelligence
▪ recognize major events that shaped the history of
cognitivism
▪ illustrate how computer science is connected with
cognitive modeling

▪ name and describe different types of cognitive
learning
▪ define symbolic learning and describe examples of its
use
▪ define sub-symbolic learning and describe multiple
models used with this approach
▪ define hybrid learning and describe examples of its
use
▪ specify how AI has affected cognitive modeling and
enhanced its power
▪ describe and distinguish between different types of
modeling tools
▪ work with popular NLP techniques to implement text
understanding and decision-making
▪ work with EEG data to implement student’s
confusion classifier with respect to MOOC’s
▪ implement human personality classifier based on
online forums conversation using Myers Briggs
Personality types
▪ describe five dimensions commonly used to describe
human personality and psyche
▪ implement an interactive chat-bot capable of simple
conversation

Final Exam: AI Apprentice

Objectives
▪ classify different types of Convolutional Neural Networks by their structure and purpose
▪ compare artificial superintelligence with artificial general intelligence and specify the multiple factors needed to
achieve them
▪ compare cognitive modeling and artificial intelligence
▪ compare image processing to Computer Vision
▪ compare image processing to traditional methods of solving image problems
▪ compare multiple approaches to AI development to distinguish key differences between them
▪ compare the major differences between intelligent systems including search algorithms, machine learning
systems, probabilistic models, neural networks, and reinforcement learning systems
▪ compare the performance and functionality of Python AI toolbox to R AI toolbox
▪ configure the Python environment for developing AI
▪ define general intelligence in terms of AI tools known today and recognize the amount of work needed to
achieve any AGI
▪ define Human-Computer Interaction as a multidisciplinary field essential to computer science and describe its
importance for the success of software companies
▪ define hybrid learning and describe examples of its use
▪ define narrow artificial intelligence, describe multiple areas of its use in the modern world, and recognize the
latest research
▪ define reactive and limited memory systems and describe reactive AI, limited memory AI, and a combination of
both
▪ define symbolic learning and describe examples of its use
▪ describe and distinguish between different types of modeling tools
▪ describe and distinguish between multiple Python AI libraries
▪ describe basic concepts in Computer Vision
▪ describe distinguishing features of adaptive, interactive, iterative, and contextual cognitive models
▪ describe factors that make Python one of the most popular programming languages
▪ describe how a CV is used in electronics and why cheap consumer electronics are not possible without CV
▪ describe how a CV is used in the aerospace industry and list the responsibilities of a CV system on an aircraft
▪ describe how a CV is used in the automotive industry and its role in the development of self-driving cars
▪ describe how the success of AI solutions in narrow fields is a combination of adequate task, good data, and
appropriate tools and list fields that are most impacted by AI
▪ describe the principles of prototyping and distinguish between a prototype and a demonstration product
▪ describe the principles of the anthropomorphic approach to HCI
▪ describe the Python programming language and recognize its role in AI development
▪ describe the role Computer Vision plays in the industry and associated trends
▪ describe the role of a user-oriented approach in the success of AI applications
▪ describe the steps needed to create deep learning models and identify guidelines for using them
▪ describe the steps needed to create machine learning models and identify guidelines for using them
▪ describe true research on self-aware AI and compare it with common views on the future of AI
▪ describe why big data improve AI performance and accuracy by specifying how collecting large amounts of data
creates opportunities for new AI development and research
▪ describe why using artificial intelligence is becoming important today and list multiple factors that make the use
of AI in business necessary for competitive advantage
▪ differentiate between interpreted and compiled programming languages
▪ distinguish between an intelligent system and pre-programmed logic using several definitions of artificial
intelligence and specify the scope of AI applications
▪ identify and describe problems that can be solved using Computer Vision
▪ identify different types of cognitive models and name popular cognitive modeling applications
▪ identify reasons why the iterative approach has shown to be most practical when designing software
applications
▪ identify the advantages of using Python when developing AI

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

identify the main steps in the HCI process and name multiple methodologies used
illustrate how AI can be part of a Computer Vision solution
illustrate how computer science is connected with cognitive modeling
list the components involved in human-computer interaction (HCI) studies and specify their role
list the steps needed to create an object detection neural network and describe how object detection is
performed
list the tools commonly used for HCI studies and specify their purpose
name and describe basic concepts in and cognition and cognitive modeling
name and describe different types of cognitive learning
recognize how CI/CD became essential to any kind of software company and list multiple factors that make CI/CD
important for AI companies
recognize how the performance of Convolutional Neural Network revolutionized CV
recognize major AI tools used in the industry
recognize the most recent research breakthroughs in AI and how they might be used, and list applications of AI
that are already on the market
recognize the multidisciplinary nature of HCI and list the areas most involved in the studies
specify how AI has affected cognitive modeling and enhanced its power
specify multiple disciplines involved in cognitive modeling and describe their role
specify the advantages of Jupyter Notebooks and create Jupyter Notebook files connected to the appropriate
kernel environment
specify the advantages of the Google Collab environment and create files in the environment
specify the role of Anaconda in keeping clear working environments
specify why explainability research in AI is required for developing user-friendly applications
troubleshoot usability of an AI application prototype

Track 2: AI Developer (duration: 7h 7m 23s)
AI Framework Overview: AI
Developer Role

AI Framework Overview:
Development Frameworks

Objectives

Objectives

▪ describe the AI Developer's role in relation to the
tech industry
▪ define the skillset and toolset knowledge required to
become AI Developer
▪ specify the responsibilities of AI Developer in a
company
▪ compare AI Developer with Software Engineer and
list skillset differences
▪ compare AI Developer with Data/AI Scientist and list
skillset differences
▪ compare AI Developer with ML Engineer and list
skillset differences
▪ compare AI Developer with AI Engineer and list
skillset differences
▪ describe the mindset needed to become an AI
Developer and implement AI
▪ identify when research is done by AI Developers and
specify the importance of research work in AI
development
▪ describe the hierarchy of the AI Developer's roles in
the data science domain
▪ describe role of AI Developer in different industries
and AI companies
▪ describe future opportunities for AI Developer in
terms of roles and responsibilities

▪ describe AI Frameworks and their importance in
the AI domain
▪ describe types of AI framework
▪ illustrate the importance of different frameworks in
AI
▪ describe Microsoft CNTK in AI
▪ describe Keras in AI
▪ describe Spark in AI
▪ describe Amazon ML in AI
▪ compare Microsoft CNTK with other frameworks
▪ compare Keras with other frameworks
▪ compare Spark with other frameworks
▪ compare Amazon ML with other frameworks
▪ illustrate modeling flow using Microsoft CNTK
▪ illustrate modeling flow using Amazon SageMaker

Working With Microsoft
Cognitive Toolkit (CNTK)

Keras - a Neural Network
Framework

Objectives

Objectives

▪ describe the Microsoft Cognitive Toolkit framework
and examine the main ideas behind its use
▪ specify how CNTK facilitates cognitive computing
▪ determine how CNTK facilitates deep learning
▪ identify the benefits of using the CNTK toolkit
▪ identify the primary approaches to implementing AI
using Python and CNTK
▪ specify how CNTK can be used with other languages
such as C/C++, Java, .Net, and C#
▪ compare CNTK with other frameworks and classify
the advantages and disadvantages of CNTK
▪ outline the process of creating machine learning
models using CNTK
▪ outline the process of building deep learning models
using CNTK
▪ specify how CNTK can be used in combination with
cloud services
▪ find key documents and resources for in-depth
information about the CNTK framework
▪ recognize how to work with the CNTK community on
new updates and new releases
▪ troubleshoot CNTK installation on Windows and
Linux
▪ use the CNTK framework to develop an AI-based
diabetes predictor which utilizes retina scans

▪ describe the Keras framework and define the main
concepts needed to work with Keras
▪ specify how Keras facilitates cognitive computing
▪ specify how Keras facilitates deep learning
▪ outline the relationship between TensorFlow and
Keras and identify how Keras models can be
optimized with TensorFlow
▪ recognize the benefits of using Keras
▪ describe how Keras can be used with languages
such as C/C++ and Java
▪ compare Keras with other frameworks and define
its advantages and disadvantages
▪ describe how to create machine learning models
using Keras
▪ describe how to create deep learning models using
Keras
▪ illustrate how to use Keras in combination with
cloud services
▪ find key documents and resources for in-depth
information about the Keras framework
▪ work with Keras to implement sentiment analysis
of Twitter posts related to a US presidential debate
▪ work with Keras to implement a plant disease
classifier

Introducing Apache Spark
for AI Development

Implementing AI With
Amazon ML

Objectives

Objectives

▪ describe the Spark framework and name the main
features it comprises
▪ define distributed computing and specify the
advantages of using it in AI development
▪ compare disk and memory-based systems and
contrast their core advantages and disadvantages
▪ identify the key benefits of using Spark for AI
Development
▪ recognize the Spark components ecosystem and the
benefits of using specific components in AI
Development
▪ compare Spark with other big data platforms and
identify the primary advantages and disadvantages
of using Spark
▪ outline the process of creating machine learning
models using Spark
▪ describe the process of building deep learning
models using Spark
▪ outline the process of creating natural language
processing pipelines using Spark
▪ describe the process of creating computer vision
pipelines using Spark
▪ find key documents and resources for in-depth
information about the Spark framework
▪ install Spark on a Windows or Mac OS
▪ create a movie recommendation system using the
Spark ML framework

▪ describe the Amazon ML Framework and which
features facilitate the implementation of AI
▪ recognize the simplicity of using big data for AI
development through Amazon ML
▪ outline the key benefits of using Amazon ML for AI
development
▪ compare the main features of AWS with Amazon
ML and define how to use Amazon ML with AWS
▪ contrast Amazon ML with other frameworks and
identify the advantages and disadvantages of using
Amazon ML in AI development
▪ describe how to create machine learning models
using Amazon ML
▪ illustrate how to create deep learning models using
Amazon ML
▪ outline how to use Amazon SageMaker for
automated machine learning model deployment
▪ give examples of how the Amazon ML Rekognition
toolkit is used for image and video analysis
▪ give examples of how the Amazon ML Polly toolkit
is used for text-to-speech translation
▪ give examples of how the Amazon ML Comprehend
toolkit is used for text analytics
▪ find key documents and resources for in-depth
information about the Amazon ML framework
▪ work with the Amazon ML framework to
implement movie review sentiment analysis

Implementing AI Using
Cognitive Modeling

Applying AI to Robotics

Objectives

Objectives

▪ describe the concept of cognitive modeling and its
importance
▪ specify how cognitive modeling can be used in AI
applications
▪ list companies that implement cognitive modeling
approaches
▪ describe how to use cognitive modeling for natural
language processing
▪ outline how to use cognitive modeling for image
recognition
▪ identify how to use cognitive modeling with neural
networks
▪ list open source cognitive modeling frameworks and
describe their uses
▪ name some real-life use cases of cognitive modeling
▪ define expert systems in terms of cognitive modeling
▪ describe cognitive machines and specify their use
and importance
▪ describe the role of reinforcement learning in
cognitive modeling
▪ determine ways in which AI can reason in a similar
way to the human brain
▪ describe memory-augmented neural network
architecture for learning complex tasks
▪ work with natural language processing techniques to
develop a smart question answering (QA) system
▪ work with an AI system that can observe, reason, and
predict tags for YouTube videos
▪ create an AI algorithm that can predict heart disease
using MRI images

▪ outline a brief history of the robotics industry
▪ identify the role AI plays in the robotics industry
▪ describe the concept of a cobot and list multiple
cobot use cases
▪ list possible applications and use cases of AI in the
robotics industry
▪ specify how AI and robotics are used in the
automotive industry
▪ specify how AI and robotics are used in the
healthcare industry
▪ specify how AI and robotics are used in the
manufacturing industry
▪ specify how AI and robotics are used for warehouse
automation and logistics
▪ specify how AI and robotics are applied in the
military
▪ list open source robotics frameworks and identify
the context of their application
▪ define the role of reinforcement learning in
robotics
▪ give examples of how cognitive and deep learning
models are used in the robotics industry
▪ use common AI tools to improve the navigation of
robots across surfaces
▪ work with deep Q-networks to control a robot in a
simulated environment
▪ configure a robotics AI pipeline using the ROS
framework in Jupyter Notebooks

Working with Google BERT: Elements of BERT

Objectives
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

compare approaches to supervised and unsupervised learning in NLP
define the concept of language models and recognize their purpose
list multiple legacy language models and their use cases
describe how deep learning neural networks can create language models
name state-of-the-art language models and recognize their utility
describe the purpose of language representation in NLP pipelines and neural network models
outline how developers make use of transfer learning
describe the concept and purpose of transformer models
describe Google BERT and how it is used in NLP products
outline Google BERT's architecture and list use cases of its variants
name multiple real-world problems in NLP that are solved by Google BERT
work with an Amazon review dataset and Google BERT to develop sentiment predictors
work with a Twitter dataset and Google BERT to create disaster Tweet classifiers

Final Exam: AI Developer

Objectives
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

compare AI developer with AI Engineer and list skill set differences
compare AI developer with Data scientist/AI Scientist and list skillset differences
compare AI developer with ML Engineer and list skill set differences
compare AI developer with Software Engineer and list skill set differences
compare AWS with Amazon ML distinguish main features and identify how to use Amazon ML with AWS
compare CNTK with other frameworks and specify the advantages and disadvantages of CNTK
compare Keras with other frameworks and specify its advantages and disadvantages
compare Spark with other big data platforms and identify key advantages and disadvantages of using Spark
define skillset and toolset knowledge required to become AI developer
describe AI Developer's role in relation to tech industry
describe Amazon ML Framework and define main concepts needed to implement AI with Amazon ML
Describe Amazon ML in AI
describe Cognitive Machines and specify their uses and importance
describe Distributed Computing and specify the advantages of using it in AI Development
describe Expert Systems in terms of Cognitive Modelling
describe how to create deep learning models using Keras
describe how to create Machine learning models using Amazon ML
describe how to use Amazon SageMaker for automated Machine learning model deployment
describe how to utilize Amazon ML Polly toolkit for text to speech translation
describe Keras framework and define main concepts needed to work with Keras
Describe Keras in AI
describe key benefits of using Amazon ML for AI Development
Describe Microsoft CNTK in AI
describe Spark Components environment and name the benefits of using it in AI Development
describe Spark Framework and define main concepts needed to work with Spark
Describe Spark in AI
describe the concept of a cobot and list multiple cobot use cases
describe the concept of Cognitive Modelling and define its importance
describe the process of creating Natural Language Processing pipelines using Spark
Describe types of AI Framework Overview and details.
Describe what are the AI Frameworks and Importance in the AI domain
identify key documents and resources for in-depth information about Amazon ML framework
identify key documents and resources for in-depth information about CNTK framework
identify Key documents and Resources for in-depth information about Keras framework
identify the benefits of using CNTK toolkit
identify the disadvantages of the Keras framework
identify ways in which AI can reason similar to the human brain
Illustrate Modelling flow using Microsoft CNTK
implement Natural Language Processing techniques to develop a smart Q&A system
list companies which are implementing Cognitive Modelling approaches
list possible applications and use cases of AI in the Robotics industry
recall a brief history of the Robotics industry
recognize Python API for CNTK and identify key approaches to implementing AI with Python & CNTK
recognize the benefits of using Keras
recognize the concept of a cobot and list multiple cobot use cases
specify how AI & Robotics are used in the Automotive industry
specify how AI & Robotics are used in the Healthcare industry
specify how AI & Robotics for military application
specify how CNTK can be used in combination with cloud services
specify how CNTK can be used with other languages like C/C++, Java, .Net, C# etc.
specify how Cognitive Modeling can be used in AI applications
specify the relationship between TensorFlow and Keras and identify how Keras models can be optimized with TensorFlow
specify the responsibilities of AI developer in a company
specify the role of Reinforcement Learning in Robotics
specify ways in which AI can reason similar to the human brain
troubleshoot CNTK installation
troubleshoot CNTK installation on Windows
troubleshoot Spark Installation on Windows
troubleshoot Spark Installation on Windows Subsystem for Linux
work with Natural Language Processing techniques to develop a smart Q&A system

Track 3: AI Practitioner (duration: 6h 20m 15s)
The AI Practitioner: Role &
Responsibilities

The AI Practitioner:
Optimizing AI Solutions

Objectives

▪ Objectives

▪ discover the key concepts covered in this course
▪ describe the role of an AI Practitioner in a company
and identify key responsibilities
▪ specify the skillset needed to become an AI
Practitioner and name commonly used tools
▪ recognize the role of an AI Practitioner when
developing AI products and their relationship with
other developers
▪ compare AI Practitioner to AI Developer and list
fundamental differences in their workflows
▪ compare AI Practitioner to Data Scientist/AI Scientist
and list fundamental differences in their workflows
▪ compare AI Practitioner to ML Engineer and list
fundamental differences in their workflows
▪ compare AI Practitioner to AI Engineer and list
fundamental differences in their workflows
▪ describe the mindset that needs to be adopted by an
AI Practitioner to implement AI
▪ identify the importance of research work for an AI
Practitioner
▪ describe the responsibilities of an AI Practitioner
working in the data science domain and list the most
important success factors
▪ describe the responsibilities of an AI Practitioner
working in the AI Industry and list the most
important success factors to developing AI products
▪ specify career paths and opportunities for an AI
Practitioner, including multiple roles and
responsibilities that lead to professional growth
▪ summarize the key concepts covered in this course

▪ define AI optimization and its importance in
relation to the AI Practitioner role
▪ specify the types of AI optimization and describe
key differences in the approaches
▪ identify key benefits of and improvements that can
be achieved by AI optimization
▪ describe the principle of Gradient Descent
optimization in AI and cases in which it is used
▪ describe the principle of Stochastic Gradient
Descent optimization in AI and specify cases in
which it is used
▪ describe the principle of Momentum optimization
in AI and specify cases in which it is used
▪ describe the principle of AdaGrad optimization in AI
and specify cases in which it is used
▪ describe the principle of RMSprop optimization in
AI and specify cases in which it is used
▪ describe the principle of Adam optimization in AI
and specify cases in which it is used
▪ describe the principle of AdaMax optimization in AI
and specify cases in which it is used
▪ implement Gradient Descent Optimization
algorithm from scratch using Python libraries and
describe how algorithm convergence achieves loss
minimization goal
▪ implement AdaGrad Optimization algorithm from
scratch using Python libraries and specify
formatting for inputs and outputs of the
computation

The AI Practitioner: Tuning
AI Solutions

Advanced Functionality of
Microsoft Cognitive
Toolkit (CNTK)

Objectives

Objectives

▪ describe the role and importance of hyper
parameters in AI development
▪ describe the process of hyper parameter tuning and
list multiple approaches to the process
▪ describe the role of hyper parameters in common
machine learning models and approaches
▪ describe the role of hyper parameters in deep
learning neural network models
▪ specify how to tune hyper parameters using a Grid
Search approach
▪ specify how to tune hyper parameters using a
Random Search approach
▪ specify how to tune hyper parameters using Bayesian
method
▪ specify how to tune hyper parameters based on
gradient
▪ specify how to utilize evolutionary hyper parameter
tuning
▪ name multiple libraries that allow for hyper
parameter tuning and describe how to use these
libraries
▪ work with the Python Grid Search algorithm for
hyper parameter tuning of a machine learning model
to configure optimal parameters and recognize an
increase in accuracy
▪ work with the Python Random Search algorithm for
hyper parameter tuning of a machine learning model
to configure optimal parameters and describe the
advantages of using the Random Search algorithm

▪ specify cases in which it's advantageous to use
CNTK over other platforms
▪ describe how to load and use external data using
Microsoft CNTK
▪ outline the CNTK training process when called with
an imperative API
▪ outline the CNTK training process when called with
a declarative API
▪ define epochs and batch sizes in CNTK and specify
how to choose the optimal values for best
performance
▪ recognize the model serialization process using
CNTK
▪ identify how CNTK can be used for model
visualization
▪ use CNTK to create and train a feedforward neural
network and demonstrate its performance
▪ work with CNTK evaluation tools to evaluate
previously created CNTK machine learning models
▪ use Python to apply pre-processing techniques to
diabetic patients' data and use this data to
troubleshoot the creation and training of CNTK
machine learning classification models
▪ use Python to apply pre-processing techniques to
credit rating data and use this data to troubleshoot
the creation and training of CNTK machine learning
regression models
▪ utilize Python to apply pre-processing techniques
to housing price data and use this data to
troubleshoot the creation and training of CNTK
machine learning regression models
▪ " utilize Python to apply pre-processing techniques
to professional salary data and use this data to
troubleshoot the creation and training of CNTK
machine learning classification models "

Working With the Keras
Framework

Using Apache Spark for AI
Development

Objectives

Objectives

▪ specify cases in which it is advantageous to use Keras
over other platforms
▪ compare and contrast Keras with MS CNTK
▪ describe Keras Sequential model API and specify how
it is used for developing AI
▪ describe how to create more complex AI models
using the Keras functional API
▪ define core and convolutional layers, specifying their
role in the overall neural network
▪ define pooling and recurrent layers, specifying their
role in the overall neural network
▪ define the embedding layer, specifying its role in the
overall neural network
▪ specify multiple techniques and approaches to
preprocessing provided by Keras
▪ work with Keras to create and train a feedforward
neural network model and demonstrate its
performance
▪ work with Keras evaluation tools to evaluate
previously created neural networks
▪ work with Python to conduct exploratory data
analysis on sales data and troubleshoot creating and
training a neural network in Keras using this data
▪ work with Python to conduct exploratory data
analysis on insurance premium data and
troubleshoot creating and training a neural network
in Keras using this data
▪ work with Python to conduct exploratory data
analysis on cancer patient data and troubleshoot
creating and training a neural network in Keras using
this data
▪ work with Python to conduct exploratory data
analysis for loan approval data and troubleshoot
creating and training a neural network in Keras using
this data

▪ identify cases in which it is advantageous to use
Spark over other platforms
▪ define a resilient distributed dataset and identify
typical sources of data
▪ specify the unique features of a resilient distributed
dataset
▪ describe how to create a resilient distributed
dataset
▪ list possible operations with resilient distributed
datasets and define their roles
▪ list potential sources of data for a Spark DataFrame
and outline how to import these into Spark
▪ name the features of a Spark DataFrame and some
useful operations with which to use it
▪ outline how to create a Spark DataFrame
▪ specify how Spark ML Pipelines can be used for
creating and tuning ML models
▪ describe fundamental concepts of Spark ML
pipelines
▪ create an ML pipeline using Spark ML pipelines

Extending Amazon Machine
Learning

Using Intelligent
Information Systems in AI

Objectives

Objectives

▪ specify cases in which it is advantageous to use
Amazon ML over other platforms
▪ compare the use of Amazon ML and Google Cloud
Platform
▪ compare the use of Amazon ML and Azure ML
▪ identify possible data sources for working with
Amazon ML
▪ describe the capabilities of Amazon ML in relation to
feature processing
▪ specify multiple approaches to how data can be split
using Amazon ML
▪ list model types present in Amazon ML and specify
their purposes
▪ describe the process of batch prediction in Amazon
ML and identify cases in which batch prediction is
more desirable than online prediction
▪ describe how real-time prediction is made in Amazon
ML
▪ troubleshoot common problems and identify
approaches to improve model accuracy in Amazon
ML
▪ describe Sagemaker requirements and problem to be
solved
▪ demonstrate Sagemaker model training and
validation
▪ validate the results of the Sagemaker model demo

▪ describe the main features of intelligent systems
and define the concept of IIS
▪ recognize why IIS development is a growing field
and specify where IIS development is in demand
▪ list possible applications of intelligent information
systems
▪ identify the role of artificial intelligence and
machine learning in building IIS
▪ list potential challenges and common problems
when developing IIS
▪ name the primary components of intelligent
information systems and their purpose
▪ outline the overall approach to building a selfdriving vehicle as an IIS
▪ describe the fundamental concepts behind a
Markov decision process
▪ demonstrate how to use the mdptoolbox library to
describe how to set up a Markov Decision Process
problem
▪ outline how to set up a call to the ValueIteration
method in the mdptoolbox to obtain the value and
optimal policy vectors
▪ set up a ValueIteration call and show its results
▪ interpret the results of the ValueIteration call
▪ name subsystems of a self-driving car IIS and
specify their roles
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Objectives
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
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▪
▪
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compare AI Practitioner to AI Developer and list fundamental differences in their workflows
compare AI Practitioner to AI Engineer and list fundamental differences in their workflows
compare AI Practitioner to Data Scientist/AI Scientist and list fundamental differences in their workflows
compare AI Practitioner to ML Engineer and list fundamental differences in their workflows
compare and contrast Keras with MS CNTK
compare and contrast the use of Amazon ML and Azure ML
compare and contrast the use of Amazon ML and Google Cloud Platform
create training data using Spark toolkit and develop Spark Estimator in Python
define core and convolutional layers specifying their role in the overall neural network
define Epochs and Batch size in CNTK and specify how to choose optimal values for best performance
define pooling and recurrent layers specifying their role in the overall neural network
describe how real-time prediction is made in Amazon ML
describe how to create a Resilient Distributed Dataset
describe how to create a Spark Data Frame
describe how to create more complex AI models using Keras functional API
describe how to load and use external data with Microsoft CNTK
describe Keras Sequential model API and specify how it is used for developing AI
describe the capabilities of Amazon ML regarding feature processing
describe the main features of intelligent systems and define the concept of IIS
describe the principle of AdaGrad Optimization in AI and specify cases in which AdaGrad Optimization is used
describe the principle of Adam Optimization in AI and specify cases in which Adam Optimization is used
describe the principle of Gradient Descent Optimization in AI and specify cases in which Gradient Descent Optimization is
used
describe the principle of Momentum Optimization in AI and specify cases in which Momentum Optimization is used
describe the principle of Stochastic Gradient Descent Optimization in AI and specify cases in which SGD is used
describe the process of batch prediction in Amazon ML and identify cases in which batch prediction is more desirable than
online prediction
describe the process of hyperparameter tuning and name multiple approaches to the process
describe the role of AI Practitioner in a company and identify key responsibilities
describe the role of hyperparameters in AI Development and specify their importance
describe the role of hyperparameters in common machine learning models and approaches
describe the role of hyper parameters in deep learning neural network models
identify how CNTK can be used for Model Visualization
identify key benefits of AI Optimization and specify improvements which can be achieved from AI Optimization
identify possible data sources for working with Amazon ML
list model types present in Amazon ML and specify their purposes
list possible applications of intelligent information systems
list possible challenges and common problems when developing IIS
list possible operations with Resilient Distributed Datasets and specify their role
list possible sources of data for a Spark Data Frame and describe how to import these into Spark
name multiple libraries which allow for hyperparameter tuning and describe how to use these libraries
name primary components of intelligent information systems and their purpose
name the features of Spark Data Frame and list useful operations for working with Spark Data Frames
recognize why IIS development is a growing field and specify demand for IIS development
specify cases in which it is advantageous to use Amazon ML over other platforms
specify cases in which it is advantageous to use CNTK over other platforms
specify cases in which it is advantageous to use Keras over other platforms
specify cases in which it is advantageous to use SPARK over other platforms
specify how Spark ML pipeline can be used for creating and tuning ML models
specify how to tune hyperparameters using Grid Search approach
specify how to tune hyperparameters using the Bayesian method
specify multiple approaches to how data can be split using Amazon ML
specify multiple techniques and approaches to pre-processing provided by Keras
specify the role of AI practitioner when developing AI products and relationship with other developers
specify the skillset needed to become an AI Practitioner and name commonly used tools
specify the types of AI Optimization and describe key differences in the approaches
work with CNTK evaluation tools to evaluate previously created CNTK machine learning model

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

work with CNTK to create and train a feed-forward neural network as well as demonstrate its performance
work with Keras to create and train a feed-forward neural network model and demonstrate its performance
work with Python libraries to build high-level components of Markov Decision Process for Self-Driving technology
work with Python libraries to design an environment for Markov Decision Process for Self-Driving technology
work with Python to apply pre-processing techniques to housing price data and troubleshoot CNTK machine learning
regression model creation and training using this data

Track 4: AI Architect (duration: 4h 29m 53s)
Elements of an Artificial
Intelligence Architect

AI Enterprise Planning

Objectives

Objectives

▪ define the AI architect's role
▪ define the AI architect's work
▪ recognize the differences between the AI
architect role and other IT roles
▪ describe how the AI architect interacts with
different groups in the enterprise
▪ describe what organizations an AI architect
should participate in as a member

▪ contrast AI enterprise planning with IT enterprise
planning and enterprise planning
▪ describe differences between tactical, strategic, and
tactical-strategic planning
▪ describe the AI Maturity Model and apply it to
conduct an AI Maturity Assessment of current and
future states to perform a gap analysis
▪ describe a discovery map, its components, and its
role in AI enterprise planning
▪ recognize the importance of complexity in AI
enterprise planning
▪ describe an AI accelerator and its effect on the AI
development lifecycle, and identify some of the main
AI accelerators
▪ describe how AI accelerators reduce the complexity
of projects while shortening their timelines
▪ recognize how to create an AI enterprise roadmap
using all previous artifacts plus a KPIs/Value Metrics
table, and how both of these are used to feed an
analytics dashboard
▪ describe the different types of AI applications, such
as NLP, Analytics, Recommendation engine, etc.
▪ recognize how different business areas are benefiting
from AI

AI in Industry

Leveraging Reusable AI
Architecture Patterns

Objectives

Objectives

▪ compare and contrast AI applications in different
industries
▪ describe three standard AI applications in the
financial industry including insider trading, predictive
analytics, and risk management
▪ describe three standard AI applications in Marketing
including lead generation, client profiling, and trend
detection
▪ describe three standard AI applications in Sales
including sales forecasting, lead scoring, and
upselling/cross-selling
▪ describe three standard AI applications in
Manufacturing including process mining, predictive
maintenance, and quality control
▪ describe three standard AI applications in the
transportation industry including planning,
scheduling, and routing
▪ describe three standard AI applications in the
cybersecurity industry including malware detection,
incident management, and behavioral analytics
▪ describe three standard AI applications in the
pharmaceutical industry including drug discovery,
gene targeting, and remote real-time monitoring
▪ describe three standard AI applications in the
telecommunications industry including predictive
maintenance, demand forecasting, and network
optimization
▪ describe three standard AI applications in the utilities
industry including demand forecasting, outage
management, and efficient energy management

▪ discover the key concepts covered in this course
▪ recognize and contrast AI architecture and design
patterns
▪ identify which patterns are used in each AI
development phase
▪ describe how the Federated Learning pattern
works
▪ describe how the Data Lake pattern works
▪ describe how the Distinguish Business Logic from
ML Models pattern works
▪ describe how the Gateway Routing Architecture
pattern works
▪ describe how the Data-algorithm-servingevaluator pattern works
▪ describe how the Closed-loop Intelligence pattern
works
▪ describe how the Daisy Architecture pattern
works
▪ describe how Kappa and Lambda architecture
patterns work
▪ describe how Microservices and Event-driven ML
Microservices patterns work
▪ identify the anti-patterns commonly found in AI
architecture

Evaluating Current and
Future AI Technologies and
Frameworks

Explainable AI

Objectives

Objectives

▪ compare and contrast AI platforms, frameworks,
libraries, pre-trained models, and datasets
▪ recognize the key features and
advantages/disadvantages of common AI platforms
▪ identify the TensorFlow framework and distinguish
its advantages/disadvantages
▪ identify the Keras framework and distinguish its
advantages/disadvantages
▪ identify the PyTorch framework and distinguish its
advantages/disadvantages
▪ identify the MXNet framework and distinguish its
advantages/disadvantages
▪ identify the CNTK framework and distinguish its
advantages/disadvantages
▪ identify the Cortex framework and explore its key
features
▪ examine AI libraries and identify their
advantages/disadvantages
▪ recognize pre-trained models and distinguish their
advantages/disadvantages
▪ classify AI datasets and recognize a list of dataset
topics

▪ recognize what Explainable AI is and its
significance
▪ define the Interpretability Problem and its
importance
▪ define 'right to explanation' regulations and
identify real-world use cases
▪ identify the meaning and application of the
counterfactual method
▪ identify the meaning and application of axiomatic
attribution
▪ define the meaning and recognize the purpose of
intelligible models
▪ define the meaning and recognize the real-world
use of monotonicity
▪ describe the meaning and application of
rationalization
▪ describe the meaning and application of feature
visualization
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▪

Objectives

▪
▪
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▪

compare/contrast ai technologies, frameworks, and platforms
contrast AI Enterprise Planning with IT Enterprise Planning with plain Enterprise Planning
contrast and compare AI applications in different industries
define ai architect work
define the ai architect role
describe AI libraries and their advantages/disadvantages
describe AI platforms and their advantages/disadvantages
describe anti-patterns commonly found in AI architectures
describe axiomatic attribution at a high level
describe differences between tactical, strategic, and tactical-strategic planning
describe explainable ai and its significance
describe feature visualization at a high level
describe how AI Accelerators reduce the complexity of projects while shortening their timelines
describe how Closed-Loop Intelligence pattern works
describe how Daisy Architecture pattern works
describe how DASE pattern works
describe how Data Lake pattern works
describe how DBLMLM pattern works
describe how Federated Learning pattern works
describe how GRA pattern works
describe how Kappa & Lambda Architecture patterns work
describe how Microservices and EDMLM patterns work
describe how the ai architect interacts with different groups in the enterprise
describe intelligible models at a high level
describe monotonicity at a high level
describe pre-trained models and their advantages/disadvantages
describe rationalization at a high level
describe "right to explanation" regulations
describe the cntk framework and its advantages/disadvantages
describe the counterfactual method at a high level
describe the interpretability problem and its importance
describe the Keras framework and its advantages/disadvantages
describe the mxnet framework and its advantages/disadvantages
describe the pytorch framework and its advantages/disadvantages
describe the theano framework and its advantages/disadvantages
describe three standard AI applications in manufacturing
describe three standard AI applications in marketing
describe three standard AI applications in sales
describe three standard AI applications in the cybersecurity industry
describe three standard AI applications in the financial industry
describe three standard AI applications in the pharmaceutical industry
describe three standard AI applications in the telecommunications industry
describe three standard AI applications in the transportation industry
describe three standard AI applications in the utility industry
describe what is a Discovery Map, its sections, and its role in AI Enterprise Planning
describe what organizations the ai architect participates in as a member
discover what is an AI Accelerator, and identify some of the main AI accelerators
explain differences between ai architect role and other its roles
identify AI platforms and their advantages/disadvantages
identify and contrast AI Architecture and Design Patterns
identify artificial intelligence data set types

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

identify how Current Projects vs AI Accelerators Dependency Maps are used to create an AI Enterprise
Roadmap
identify how Current Projects vs. AI Accelerators Dependency Maps are used to create an AI Enterprise
Roadmap
identify the relationships between the AI Maturity Model, AI Maturity Assessment, tools, metrics % KPIs, and
Analytic Dashboards
identify three standard AI applications in the pharmaceutical industry
recognize differences between tactical, strategic, and tactical-strategic planning
recognize rationalization at a high level
recognize the importance of Complexity vs. Business Value plots in AI Enterprise Planning
recognize the relationships between the AI Maturity Model, AI Maturity Assessment, tools, metrics % KPIs, and
Analytic Dashboards
which Patterns are used in each AI Development Phase
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